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Abstract— This paper surveys state of the art within key management for mobile ad 

hoc networks (MANETs), and evaluate the applicability for network layer security in 
MANETs for emergency and rescue operations. 

 

I Introduction 
Reliable communication is mission critical to Emergency and Rescue operations.  
MANET technology allowing communication where fixed infrastructure is not available 
is very attractive for this setting. Emergency and Rescue operations may take place in 
both hostile as well as benign environment. The communication system must handle 
both situations. Security attacks can be launched towards any layer of the protocol 
stack. What is new with wireless ad hoc networks is the network layer routing 
information as a more probable target for security attacks. A reliable network service 
cannot be provided without embracing routing information security. The primary 
challenge is to decide which routing information can be trusted. The answer so far is 
cryptographically signed routing messages. The possession of cryptographic keys serves 
as proof of trustworthiness. A proper key management service is thus a critical factor 
for the success of wireless ad hoc networks. 
 

II Emergency and Rescue Operations 
Emergency and Rescue Operations are governed by international conventions and 

national laws and regulations. Organization, involved parties and roles are to a large 
extent predefined. No civilian volunteers are welcomed (unless they belong to an 
organization that takes part in the operation).  
Two main operational scenarios that have implication for key management are: 
operations with participants from a single security domain and operations that involve 
participants from multiple security domains. In single security domain operations, all 
parties share a common, predefined point of trust. Examples of such operations include 
local, regional or national rescue operation with only predefined actors. That is, 
operations where pre-configuring of security credentials are possible. Multiple security 
domain operations involve parties that have had no prior contact, e.g., cross-border 
operations, operations involving “ad hoc” organizations as industrial companies, and 
similar.  In other words, operations where no cross-domain pre-configured security 
parameters can be assumed. 
 
 



III Key Management Schemes 
 
Fig. 1 shows a classification of generic types of key management schemes. 
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Fig. 1 Classification of Key Management schemes 

 

IV Contributory Schemes 
The main implications and limitations of contributory schemes are demonstrated by 

the following schemes: 
--D-H: Diffie-Hellman  [9]  
--ING: Ingemarsson, Tang and Wong CKDS [12]  
--B-D: Burmester and  Desmedt [6]
--H&O: Hypercube and Octopus  [4]
--CLIQ: CLIQUES  [16]  
--A-G: Password authenticated key agreement [2]  

The contributory approach of no trusted third parties and previously exchanged security 
credentials fits well for both single security domain and multiple security domain 
scenarios. However, none of the contributory schemes are good candidates for key 
management in wireless ad hoc networks.  The main deficiencies of D-H, ING and 
H&O are missing authentication. B-D and CLIQ have an inherent survivability problem 
as they require reliable multicasting.  A-G is the best alternative, but exhibits limited 
robustness and scalability in dynamic networks. 
 

V Distributive Schemes 
a. Public Key Schemes 
Z-H: Zhou and Haas partially distributed Threshold CA Scheme [19]-  a framework to 
provide an available, fault-tolerant and non-vulnerable CA functionality in the ad hoc 
networking environment – assuming a traditional PKI system  
MOCA [17][18]: an extension to Z-H [19] specifying how to select CA servers 
(MOCAs), and moving  the combiner function of Z-H from the CA servers to the 
requesting end-nodes.  The MP protocol proposed to provide efficient and effective 
communication between clients and MOCAs.  
UBIQ: Ubiquitous Security Support [14] - fully distributed Threshold CA scheme.  CA 
=Coalition of 1-hop neighbors.  
PGP-A: Self-organized Key Management [7]- PGP adapted to ad hoc networks.  
IBC-K: Identity-based public key [13] [15] - removing the need for certificates. 
   



  Summary of the public key schemes: Z-H, MOCA and PGP-A assumes an already 
running routing protocol. The need for an on-line CA to sign certificates is questionable. 
UBIQ allows ad hoc establishment of trust, but demands certificate exchanges. IBC-K 
performs better than the certificate based systems as bandwidth is limited. IBC-K, 
making certificate exchanges superfluous, is an interesting candidate for wireless ad hoc 
networks. The reliance of a PKG makes it best suited for single security domain 
operations. Depending on whether the security policy demands centralized trust 
management or not, IBC-K or UBIQ fits better in case of multiple security domains 
operations. 

b. Symmetric Schemes 
KDC: Pre-distributed group key: -The old and well-proven manual key management 
scheme with a Key Distribution Centre distributing symmetric keys.   
PEBL: Secure Pebblenets [3]   - aims at a network-wide traffic encryption key for 
protection of application data. At the network layer a pre-installed group key guarantees 
the authenticity of a pebble as a member of a group.   
PRE: Probabilistic Key pre-distribution [8], [10]: nodes are outfitted with a pre-
installed key ring, i.e. a set of keys drawn randomly from a large pool of keys.  
INF: Key Infection (INF) [1] -symmetric keys “whispered” in the clear to neighbors.  
  Summary of the public key schemes: KDC is the only one acceptable for emergency 
and rescue operations. 
 

VI Conclusions  
Our evaluation has focused on network layer security. Key management for 

application layer security is a topic for further analysis. No single technique was found 
superior to all others. The simplest solution is the old and well-proven: pre-configured 
symmetric group keys (KDC). But it offers no intrusion tolerance. Furthermore, 
multiple security domain operations call for some means of transferring the group key 
from one node to another. The alternative is an on-scene Key Distribution Centre where 
new members of the rescue team are required to sign in.  
 For single security domain operations demanding a more intrusion tolerant 
scheme the scheme relying on identity-based public key cryptography (IBC-K) appears 
as the best candidate. With limited bandwidth, the elimination of certificates makes it a 
better option than the other public key schemes. Its reliance on a trusted entity (PKG) to 
provide private keys calls for an on-scene PKG service in case of  multiple security 
domain operations. If the security policy opens for distributed trust management UBIQ 
fits better for the multiple security domain operations setting. However, UBIQ still 
requires bandwidth consuming certificate-exchanges and off-line authentication when 
new members join.  Secure and efficient key revocation is an open challenge for all 
schemes. 
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